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Massive internet outage: Major news
websites back online as Fastly identifies
issue, implements fix
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Massive internet outage: Major news
websites back online as Fastly identifies
issue, implements fix

Multiple websites, including that of major news
organisations such as the BBC, the New York
Times and CNN, have begun functioning again
after they went offline due to a massive but
temporary internet outage. New York Times,
CNN and the UK government’s website among
other international websites like Pinterest,
Reddit, Twitch, Spotify and more went offline
due to the massive internet outage. Users reported
receiving “Error 503 Service Unavailable” and
“connection errors pages” when attempting to log
on to a number of websites. On Twitter, several
unverified claims have reported that Fastly Edge
systems, a popular Content Delivery Network
(CDN) provider, could be the reason for the
outage. However, Fastly reported that the issue
has been fixed. “The issue has been identified and
a fix has been applied. Customers may
experience increased origin load as global
services return,” the network provider said on its
website. According to CNN, Fastly helps
improve the time it takes for websites to load and
provides other services to internet sites, apps and
platforms — including a large global server
network. Meanwhile, several websites continue
to face problems even after Fastly’s
announcement that the issue has been fixed.
Major website and app outages happen from time
to time and typically don’t last long as internet
service providers, content delivery networks and
other hosting services are built with multiple
redundancies and a global network of backup
servers, reported CNN. Credit ANI
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Uganda suspends mass COVID-19
vaccination amid shortage of vaccine

Uganda has suspended mass vaccination against
COVID-19 as the country waits to receive more
vaccines from different sources, an official said
on
Tuesday.
Emmanuel
Ainebyoona,
spokesperson of the ministry of health told
Xinhua by telephone that the mass vaccination
would resume when the new orders arrive. “For
now mass vaccination is suspended as we wait to
receive more vaccines,” Ainebyoona said. He
noted that there are few remaining doses that will
continue to be used for priority groups like health
workers, elderly and those with other conditions.
Ministry of health figures show that as of
Monday, 748,676 people had been vaccinated out
of the 964,000 doses of the AstraZeneca vaccine
that the country received in March. Last month
the country recalled unused vaccines from
upcountry and launched mass vaccination in the
capital Kampala following an upsurge in the
number of cases. The country’s president Yoweri
Museveni on Sunday said Uganda would soon
receive 175,000 vaccines of AstraZeneca and the
300,000 doses that were donated by China.
Museveni also said the country plans to buy
vaccines from China, Russia, Cuba and the
Unites States of America. The latest ministry of
health report indicates that by Monday, the
country had registered 53,961 COVID-19 cases,
with 383 deaths since the first case was reported
in March last year.
Credit ANI
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US lawmakers urge IOC to consider
alternative locations for 2022 Beijing
Olympics

Top US lawmakers from the House Foreign
Affairs Committee introduced a resolution on
Monday (local time), urging the International
Olympic Committee (IOC) to move the 2022
Winter Games, citing human rights violation
against Uyghur by the Chinese government. This
comes as legislators in nine other countries —
United Kingdom, Germany, Belgium, Sweden,
Denmark, Switzerland, Lithuania, Italy, Czech
Republic and the EU Parliament took similar
action in a coordinated international effort. The
resolution introduced on Monday in the US
Congress urges the IOC to publicly clarify its
policies on association of the games with gross
human rights violations in Xinjiang province. It
initiates an emergency search process for
alternative replacement facilities for the 2022
games should persecution of the Uyghurs and
other grave abuses continue. Moreover, the
resolution offers a public set of actionable
recourses should the IOC note infringements on
the freedom of expression during Olympics
games. “In the face of genocide, Uyghurs and
other ethnic minorities in China are looking to the
world for support. By turning a blind eye to the
PRC’s gross human rights violations in Xinjiang,
the IOC is betraying its own charter and
legitimizing the PRC’s actions at a time when the
international community should be lock-step in
condemnation,” said Foreign Affairs Committee
Chair Meeks. “The CCP’s genocide against
Uyghurs and other ethnic and religious minorities
is the moral test of our time. By granting the CCP
an opportunity to cover up its atrocities and
improve its image on the global stage, the IOC is
violating its own principles and tarnishing its own
brand. I’m proud to stand with Members on both
sides of aisle, alongside allies from other
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democratic countries, in holding the IOC and
CCP accountable,” said Foreign Affairs Ranking
Member McCaul. In May, a bipartisan bill was
introduced pressing American corporate sponsors
of the IOC to urge the international committee to
move the games–and cutting off US government
contracts to companies that continue to subsidize
the games if they remain in Beijing. Chair Meeks
and Ranking Member McCaul previously led a
bipartisan bill pushing the State Department to
urgently ensure American athletes are fully
informed of ongoing human right abuses in China
and risks to freedom of expression for athletes
and participants in the 2022 Olympics.
Credit ANI

Amazon founder Jeff Bezos to fly to space
next month

Amazon founder Jeff Bezos on Monday
announced that he will be flying to space on the
first crewed flight of the New Shepard, the rocket
ship made by his space company, Blue Origin
next month. The information about his space
travel was shared through Bezos’ Instagram post
that ended with Blue Origin’s Latin motto,
Gradatim Ferociter which the company translates
as “step by step ferociously.” The flight is
scheduled for July 20, just a couple of weeks after
Bezos plans to resign as Amazon’s CEO.
Amazon’s new incoming CEO is Andy Jassy.
The date also marks the 52nd anniversary of the
Apollo 11 moon landing. Blue Origin announced
that Jeff Bezos and his brother Mark will join the
auction winner on New Shepard’s first human
flight on July 20th Auction bidding is already at
USD 2.8 million with nearly 6,000 participants
from 143 countries. Bidding is underway now at
BlueOrigin.com and will conclude with a live
online auction on June 12. The winning bidder
will fly to space on New Shepard’s first human
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flight on July 20. The winning bid amount will be
donated to Blue Origin’s foundation, Club for the
Future, whose mission is to inspire future
generations to pursue careers in STEM and to
help invent the future of life in space, said an
official release. Bezos isn’t alone in spending
some of his enormous wealth on space
exploration. Elon Musk’s SpaceX Crew Dragon
now regularly carries astronauts to and from the
International Space Station. And in May, a test
flight by Richard Branson’s Virgin Galactic
reached an altitude of 55 miles, marking its third
human spaceflight. But neither Musk nor
Branson has traveled to space yet in their
companies’ aircraft. Credit ANI

In a first, US Navy refuels aircraft using
unmanned drone

unmanned aircraft that frees our strike fighters
from the tanker role, and provides the Carrier Air
Wing with greater range, flexibility and
capability,” said Captain Chad Reed, program
manager for the Navy’s Unmanned Carrier
Aviation program office (PMA-268). “Seeing the
MQ-25 fulfilling its primary tasking today,
fuelling an F/A-18, is a significant and exciting
moment for the Navy and shows concrete
progress toward realizing MQ-25’s capabilities
for the fleet,” added Reed. The test flight will
provide important early data on airwake
interactions, as well as guidance and control,
Reed said. The team will analyse that data to
determine if any adjustments are needed and
make software updates early, with no impact on
the program’s test schedule. Testing with T1 will
continue over the next several months to include
flight envelope expansion, engine testing, and
deck handling demonstrations aboard an aircraft
carrier later this year.. Credit ANI

Many Indians illegally entering UK deported
but billionaire fugitives Mallya, Nirav evade
extradition

For the first time in history, the US Navy and
Boeing have demonstrated air-to-air refuelling
operations using an unmanned aircraft – the
Boeing-owned MQ-25 T1 test asset – to refuel
another aircraft on Monday. The successful flight
demonstrated that the MQ-25 Stingray can fulfill
its tanker mission using the Navy’s standard
probe-and-drogue aerial refueling method. “This
flight lays the foundation for integration into the
carrier environment, allowing for greater
capability toward manned-unmanned teaming
concepts,” said Rear Admiral Brian Corey who
oversees the Program Executive Office for
Unmanned Aviation and Strike Weapons “MQ25 will greatly increase the range and endurance
of the future carrier air wing – equipping our
aircraft carriers with additional assets well into
the future,” said Corey. During the flight, the
receiver Navy F/A-18 Super Hornet approached
the Boeing-owned MQ-25 T1 test asset,
conducted a formation evaluation, wake survey,
drogue tracking and then plugged it with the
unmanned aircraft. T1 then successfully
transferred fuel from its Aerial Refuelling Store
(ARS) to the F/A-18. “This is our mission, an
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In February this year, UK’s Home Secretary Priti
Patel signed the extradition order of fugitive
Nirav Modi, accused of USD 2 billion bank fraud
in India. Similarly, another economic offender
billionaire Vijay Mallya, owner of now-defunct
Kingfisher Airlines is facing extradition and is
out on bail. In 2019 his extradition was also
approved by the then Home Secretary. However,
both fugitives are using all available legal
remedies to escape extradition to India.
Billionaire fugitives hired expensive lawyers to
use every trick in the book of law to evade
deportation to India. The common argument
being that they will not get a fair trial in India,
and they also use the argument of poor living
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conditions in Indian prisons. Despite India
pressing for extradition for Nirav Modi and Vijay
Mallya and assuring clean jails and fair trial, it
looks like a long and unending wait to get these
economic offenders back in India. Between
January 2018 to July 2019, total 148 Indian
nationals were deported from the UK. These
people were deported on the grounds of their
illegal entry into the UK. In addition, the UK
immigration authorities/ Home Office has taken
Emergency travel document from the Indian
Government (HCI) for more than 1,574
additional Indian nationals, who will be deported
on the grounds of their illegal entry/status, as
soon as COVID-19 restrictions are normalized
India has an extradition treaty with 47 countries
including the United Kingdom and also has an
extradition arrangement with 11 other countries.
India has signed mutual legal assistance treaties
with various countries; however, extradition
remains a complex process that includes
cooperation with law agencies, diplomacy,
international law, a treaty that is often exploited
by rich fugitives as is the case of Mallya, Nirav
Modi. This also raises the question that while low
or middle-income persons involved in illegal
entry into the country are deported, the hard-core
economic criminals have been protected by legal
remedies. Yesterday, at a special session on
corruption in the United Nation General
Assembly, Union Minister of India Dr Jitendar
Singh said, “As the accused take shelter in
foreign countries and conceal the proceeds of
crime in complex legal structures over different
countries and jurisdictions, the gaps and
weaknesses of international cooperation in this
area are fully exploited by them to their
advantage.” “India’s Fugitive Economic
Offenders Act 2018 law empowers authorities for
non-conviction-based
attachment
and
confiscation of proceeds of crime and properties
and assets of a ‘fugitive economic offender’ –
against whom a warrant for arrest in relation to a
scheduled offence has been issued by any court
in India and who has left the country to avoid
criminal prosecution or judicial processes,” he
added .
Credit ANI
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World Environment Day 2021: Theme,
history and significance
World Environment Day,
which
is
celebrated
annually on June 5 across
the globe, is one of the
biggest events organised
by the United Nations
(UN)
to
generate
awareness about the
significance of nature.
The day is celebrated to tell people that nature
should be respected for its values. In 1972 after
discussions on environment-related issues during
the first day of the Stockholm Conference on the
Human Environment, the United Nations
Assembly established World Environment Day.
Two years later in1974, it was first observed in
the US. The theme of the first World
Environment Day was ‘Only One Earth’. In 1987,
the idea of rotating the centre of these activities
started so that different countries can get the
opportunity to host the event. Since then, various
host countries have been celebrating it, and the
idea for rotating the center of these activities
started. The theme of this year’s World
Environment Day is ‘Reimagine. Recreate.
Restore.’, as 2021 marks the beginning of the
United Nations Decade on Ecosystem
Restoration. Pakistan, in collaboration with the
UN Environment Programme (UNEP), will be
the global host for the day to highlight the
importance of ecosystem restoration this year.
The event has a participation of over 143
countries annually. The term ‘Ecosystem
Restoration’ means to assist in ecosystems’
recovery, which has been degraded by
deforestation, pollution, and other human
activities. It can also be promoted by taking
measures to conserve the ecosystem which is still
intact. Ecosystem restoration can be done in other
ways including planting trees, greening cities,
changing diets or cleaning up rivers and coasts,
and rewilding gardens. Rich biodiversity and
green ecosystems yield immense benefits. The
United Nations General Assembly has
proclaimed the UN Decade on Ecosystem
Restoration following a proposal and resolution
for action by over 70 countries around the globe.
The UN Decade runs from 2021 till 2030, which
is also the deadline for the Sustainable
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Development Goals and the timeline scientists
have identified as the last chance to prevent
catastrophic climate change. The main concept
behind observing World Environment Day is to
focus on the importance of the environment and
to remind everyone that the environment should
not be taken for granted. As per the UN, this day
gives us an opportunity to broaden the basis for
an enlightened opinion and responsible conduct
by communities, enterprises and individuals in
preserving and enhancing the environment.
World Environment Day is observed across the
world to respect and acknowledge everything that
the environment has given mankind and to take
the pledge that to protect it.
Credit ANI

India’s GDP estimated to grow at 8.3 pc, says
World Bank

Economic growth in South Asian countries is
expected to rebound to a stronger-than-expected
6.8 per cent in 2021 and India’s GDP is predicted
to grow at 8.3 per cent, according to the latest
World Bank report on global economy recovery
post Covid-19 pandemic. In its June 2021 Global
Economic Prospects report released on Tuesday,
the World Bank noted the surge of COVID-19
cases in South Asia, especially India and the slow
pace of vaccination in several countries. It also
said that the recovery has done little to narrow the
gap with pre-pandemic trends. The GDP in 2022
is expected to be 9 per cent lower than projected
prior to the pandemic. In India, the growth for FY
2021-22 is forecast at 8.3 per cent, supported by
plans for higher spending on infrastructure, rural
development, and health, and a stronger-thanexpected recovery in services. The report noted
however that the better growth prospects have
masked significant damage to economic activity
from COVID-19. The growth for FY 2022-23 is
expected to slow to 7.5 per cent, the World Bank
predicted In Bangladesh, the recovery is expected
to be gradual, with a growth of 3.6 per cent in FY
2020-21 and 5.1 per cent in FY 2021-22, as
private consumption is supported by normalising
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activity, moderate inflation, and rising garment
exports. The report predicted that Pakistan is
expected to grow 1.3 per cent in FY 2020-21.
According to the report, an enormous second
Covid-19 wave is undermining the rebound in
services and manufacturing activity in India.
High-frequency data, including a renewed drop in
foot traffic around work and retail spaces,
suggests that activity is again collapsing. On the
other hand, economic recoveries in Bangladesh
and Pakistan also face hurdles from the recent rise
in Covid-19 cases and related restrictions. Sri
Lanka, facing resurging Covid-19 cases and
mounting government debt, has experienced
significant exchange rate depreciation since the
onset of the pandemic. The World Bank noted
that fiscal and monetary policies remain
accommodative in South Asia following an
aggressive policy response in 2020 that included
cuts in interest rates, increases in government
expenditure, the extension of loans and
guarantees, and steps to ensure financial stability.
The report found that the Covid-19 pandemic is
expected to leave a legacy of higher poverty in
the region with tens of millions of people
anticipated to fall below the USD 1.90-a-day
extreme poverty line this year. Further
deprivation could come from higher food prices
as global agricultural commodities have risen 30
per cent over the past year. “With the recovery in
early stages and the pandemic continuing to
spread, the outlook is highly uncertain. Downside
risks stem from high government debt, upward
pressure on food prices, financial sector
challenges, and the uncertain trajectory of Covid19 and vaccination,” it said. Furthermore, the
intersection of higher food prices and outbreaks
of Covid-19 poses significant risks to vulnerable
communities.
Credit ANI
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ITU
Radio Regulations

The International Telecommunication Union
(ITU) last week released new Rules of Procedure:
the latest in a series of publications designed to
guide Member States and the ITU
Radiocommunication Bureau (BR) in applying
the Radio Regulations approved at the last World
Radiocommunication Conference, WRC-19.
Updated by the ITU Radio Regulations Board,
the Rules of Procedure clarify and/or establish the
necessary practical procedures for applying
particular provisions of the Radio Regulations the
Radio Regulations form the international treaty
governing the global use of radio-frequency
spectrum and satellite orbits. When it comes to
allocating radio frequencies, the Radio
Regulations are indispensable They are designed
to ensure rational, equitable, efficient, and
economical use of the radio-frequency spectrum
all over the world – while aiming to prevent
harmful interference between different radio
services and between the radio systems of
different countries. Today’s Radio Regulations
cover frequencies ranging from 8.3 kilohertz
(kHz) to 3,000 gigahertz (GHz). They have
evolved over more than a century, with 37 rounds
of revision to date. While the regulations set clear
boundaries, determining the precise technical
requirements for your spectrum needs can be
more complicated than it sounds. The Radio
Regulations – at least in their traditional physical
form – comprise over 2,000 pages in four thick
volumes. Credit ITU

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) adopted
by the United Nations in 2015? This question was
put to a high-level panel at the World
Meteorological Organization (WMO) – the first
such event at WMO headquarters since the start
of the COVID-19 pandemic. Rather than
reopening the debate on SDGs, we must look
ahead to 2030 and reflect on how to modify the
existing goals, said Francois Rivasseau,
Permanent Representative of France to the
United Nations in Geneva. Countries must agree
on how to protect space while encouraging
technological progress, said Xavier Pasco,
Director of France’s Foundation for Strategic
Research (FRS). “Space forms part of our daily
lives,” he added. “We need to think together how
to guarantee its use for the common good –
through renewed international governance.” The
value of satellite data Several SDGs relate to
climate. The growing diversity of Earth
observation (EO) satellites boosts the world’s
capacity for weather and climate monitoring, said
WMO Secretary-General Petteri Talaas.
“Satellite data has enabled us to increase the
quality of weather forecasts everywhere,
especially in the southern hemisphere,” he said,
adding that more developing nations would soon
join the global EO community. The number of
countries operating at least one satellite in orbit
has climbed from 50 a decade ago to 87 today,
noted Simonetta Di Pippo, Director of the United
Nations Office Outer Space Affairs (UNOOSA).
Still, over 100 UN member states are missing out
on the “transformative power of space assets.”
The space economy is growing at a rapid clip, she
added, with advanced economies generating up to
10 per cent of gross domestic product thanks to
space-related assets. Credit ITU

The benefits of space must be accessible to
all

Should space become the 18th SDG?

Is a space-related objective missing from the 17
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UNOOSA's mission is to promote the peaceful
uses of outer space and ensure that everyone,
everywhere, has access to the benefits of space
technology and applications. ITU, on the other
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hand, is committed to connecting all the world’s
people, wherever they live and whatever their
means, so that they can effectively communicate
through radio and satellite technology. Therefore,
our missions are closely aligned and
interdependent. Space exploration is the
backbone
of
modern
communication
technologies: every time you make a phone call
or access the Internet, you are benefitting from
space technology, which also enables satellite
navigation, remote financial transactions and
many more of the activities that make our modern
lives possible. UNOOSA’s work, in ensuring
strong international cooperation in space, the
sustainability of space exploration, and
inclusiveness for developing countries in
benefiting from space, creates a strong
foundation for ITU’s work in leveraging the
potential of communication technologies. Would
you describe yourself as a woman pushing space
frontiers? As an astrophysicist and someone who
has worked in the space sector for decades, I
certainly know well how it feels to be in a maledominated sector. Throughout my career, I have
always strived to help more women succeed in
the space field. Role models are vital for
empowering and educating women and girls
shedding light on opportunities, explaining
different career paths, providing advice and
connections, and showing that, if you are
dedicated, you will succeed. I have always tried
to provide this encouragement, support and
inspiration to the women, and the men, around
me. What have been your most inspiring projects
to date? At UNOOSA, we are working to close
not only the gender gap in accessing space, but
also other kinds of gaps, for example, for
countries to be able to leverage the benefits of
space. Through our Access to Space for All
Initiative, in collaboration with exceptional
partners such as leading space agencies and
private sector companies operating in space, we
offer opportunities for teams from all over the
world, particularly from developing countries, to
acquire space capabilities. One of the flagship
programmes under the Initiative, KiboCUBE,
has already enabled two countries, Kenya and
Guatemala, to deploy their first ever satellites.
Other winners of the programme are expected to
follow suit, with Mauritius likely next, so this is
pretty exciting. Credit ITU
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ITU hosts new security lab for digital
financial services

A new security lab created by the Financial
Inclusion Global Initiative (FIGI) will support
innovators in ensuring the security and resilience
of financial applications and enabling
infrastructure. FIGI supports national policy
reforms to stimulate financial inclusion and leads
research to build trust in digital financial services
(DFS). The 2021 edition of the FIGI
symposium – free of charge and open to all –
takes place online from 18 May to 24
June. Register to participate. The DFS Security
Lab is a product of FIGI’s Working Group on
‘Security, Infrastructure and Trust’. The lab
provides a structured approach to security audits
of DFS applications. This structured approach
targets greater consistency in the implementation
of controls to protect personal data and the
integrity and confidentiality of financial
transactions. Four main objectives the lab will
support government and industry in assessing
compliance with established best practices in
DFS security, establishing a security baseline for
DFS applications, and adopting interoperable
authentication technologies. It will also organize
clinics for security professionals to exchange
knowledge and stay up to date with the evolution
of security risks and associated mitigation
techniques. The lab will provide: Guidance to
regulators in assessing the security of DFS
infrastructure and conducting security audits of
DFS applications Mechanisms for threatintelligence sharing Application guides to
international standards for DFS security
Assessments of cybersecurity preparedness
across DFS value chains DFS security from 2G
to 5G the test offered by the lab address the
security of DFS applications running over legacy
as well as cutting-edge network infrastructure.
Tests for DFS apps based on Unstructured
Supplementary Service Data (USSD) and SIM
Toolkit (STK) include: Credit ITU
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Canada: UN independent experts call for
‘full-fledged investigations’ into mass grave
at indigenous school

Independent UN human rights experts on Friday
urged Canadian authorities and the Holy See of
the Catholic Church to conduct prompt “fullfledged investigations” into a mass grave found
in British Columbia containing the remains of
over 200 children at a residential school for
indigenous students, who had been forcibly taken
from their homes. They called on the authorities
to probe “the circumstances and responsibilities
surrounding these deaths, including forensic
examinations of the remains found, and to
proceed to the identification and registration of
the missing children. The judiciary should
conduct criminal investigations into all
suspicious death and allegations of torture and
sexual violence against children, hosted in
residential schools, and prosecute and sanction
the perpetrators and concealers who may still be
alive”, said the experts Flagrant abuses The
children's remains were found at the Kamloops
Indian Residential School, run by the Catholic
Church from the late 19th century to the 1960s,
which was then taken over by the federal
government, and later closed in the 1970s. It was
part of the indigenous residential school system
that between 1831 and 1996, hosted over 150,000
children in 130 schools many run by the Catholic
Church or the Canadian Government. The 2015
report of Canada's Truth and Reconciliation
Commission determined that aboriginal children
were subjected to abuse, malnutrition and rape
and that at least 4,000 died of disease, neglect,
accidents or abuse, while at these schools. “Large
scale human rights violations have been
committed against children belonging to
indigenous communities, it is inconceivable that
Canada and the Holy See would leave such
heinous crimes unaccounted for and without full
redress”, Credit ITU
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Volcanic eruption leaves ‘entire population’
of Saint Vincent without clean water

Humanitarian Aid
Last week’s eruption of La Soufrière volcano in
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, has left the
entire population of the main island without clean
water and electricity, the UN Spokesperson said
on Monday. Citing reports from the UN Office
for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs
(OCHA), Stéphane Dujarric added that about
20,000 evacuees on the Caribbean island are
currently in need of shelter. “The eruption has
affected most livelihoods in the northern part of
the island, including banana farming, with ash
and lava flows hampering the movement of
people and goods”, he told journalists at the daily
news briefing. Although the volcano had been
dormant since 1979, it started spewing smoke and
actively rumbling in December. La Soufrière
erupted last Friday, blanketing Saint Vincent in a
layer of ash and forcing some 16,000 residents to
evacuate their homes to cruise ships and safer
parts of the island. Limited humanitarian access
Emphasizing that access to the island is limited,
Mr. Dujarric said that along with the Caribbean
Disaster Emergency Management Agency, the
UN has mobilized pre-positioned water and
sanitation hygiene supplies, currently stored in
nearby Barbados. Over the weekend, the
Secretary-General spoke to Prime Minister Ralph
Gonsalves and the Government officially asked
for UN assistance. The aid includes relief items,
food and cash distribution and technical advice
while neighbouring countries are contributing
emergency supplies and assets to support
evacuation, according to the UN spokesperson.
Continuing threat Meanwhile, OCHA reported
that as of yesterday, intervals between tremors
have lasted between 1.5 to 3 hours, which, based
on visual observations and satellite imagery, are
associated with periods of explosive activity or
enhanced venting of the volcano. Credit ITU
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UNESCO
ILO and UNESCO launching e-learning on
skills anticipation and matching to raise
youth employment in Mediterranean region

the Youth Employment in the Mediterranean
(YEM) project, funded by the European Union
and implemented by UNESCO, the International
Training Centre of the International Labour
Organization (ILO) launched their e-learning
course “Skills Anticipation and Matching – YEM
project”. The course will have a duration of seven
weeks during the period of 31 May to 16 July
2021 and its objective is to help participants
understand the importance of identifying current
and future skill needs and labour market
imbalances in a broader policy framework. The
launch included 80 participants including policymakers and technical advisors of Ministries of
Employment/Labour, Education and others
working in the area of Skills Development and
TVET in the Mediterranean region. Other
participants such as members of skills councils
and national TVET authorities or similar
institutions from the YEM beneficiary countries;
representatives of workers’ and employers’
organizations involved in sectoral, regional or
national skills anticipation; experts and technical
staff working in the field of TVET planning;
relevant staff from Public Employment Services
and other institutions engaged in skills matching;
managerial and technical staff of institutions
responsible for the collection and analysis of
labour market information, and staff from
international cooperation agencies working in the
area of TVET and skills development will also
follow the course. About the ITC-ILO course the
course will be interactive and engaging with a
learner-centered approach and participants will
learn about quantitative and qualitative methods,
tools for skill needs anticipation and matching
supply and demand of skills in the labour market.
It will consist of learning units in the following
areas: Credit UNESCO
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Skills Anticipation and Matching Generation and
analysis of labour market data Approaches and
methodologies for anticipating skills needs
Institutional mechanisms and roles of different
actors for anticipation and matching Sectoral
approaches Translation into policy and practice
Upon completion, participants will have a good
understanding of the drivers of change which
impact skills demand, and realize why
imbalances occur in the labour market and what
their consequences are. It will also help relevant
stakeholders to understand the critical
milestones,
questions,
objectives
and
components of labour market information (LMI),
institutional roles and responsibilities.

Digital technologies positively facilitating
quality access to culture for young people

Researcher and Project Manager in the Culture
and Innovation area, Andrea Porta collaborates
with the Fondazione Santagata for the Economics
of Culture, which UNESCO Regional Bureau for
Science and Culture in Europe has a long
collaboration with, in their special programme
titled Youth Empowerment for Sustainability
YES! Andrea has experience in UNESCO
designated territories, such as the Monviso
Transboundary Biosphere Reserve through the
MAB UNESCO Monviso Youth Camp project.
What does it mean to you collaborating with the
Fondazione Santagata in the YES! programme?
What is your outlook for the future? Just after
graduating with a degree in Economics of
Culture, I started my collaboration with
Fondazione Santagata which promotes research
based on local economic development from
cultural heritage and creative industries,
ultimately conducting capacity building
activities.
One
of
them,
the
International Academy
on
UNESCO
Designations and Sustainable Development, was
organised created together with the UNESCO
Regional Bureau.
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In 2017, I was involved in a project closely
related to the Monviso Transboundary Biosphere
Reserve and I participated in the 2017 MAB
Youth Forum, organised by the MAB Secretariat
in collaboration with the UNESCO Regional
Bureau. That experience gave me a plethora of
motivation and new ideas, starting from the
awareness of being part of a young international
community that was deeply passionate about
sustainable development. In this context YES!
was born, this is a programme dedicated to Youth
Empowerment for Sustainability. Our first
activity was conducted in partnership with the
Monviso Biosphere Reserve and the Caracol
professional educators, namely the MAB
UNESCO Monviso Youth Camp. This 5-day
residential experience in nature aims to raise
awareness, engage and train young people
between the ages of 15 and 18, living in the crossborder territory of Monviso. It focuses on the
MAB Programme and the 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development. Working as a project
manager in this field gave me the unique
opportunity to experiment with my ideas and
competencies (and make mistakes too). The
outlook for the future is to try to make a small
difference, working especially on youth related
projects primarily focusing on local sustainable
development, trying to create a more just and
equitable society. Credit UNESCO

Namibia Flood and Drought Monitor and
Early Warning - A Participatory Workshop
Addressing Disaster Risk Reduction Towards
the National Framework for Climate Services
, 23 - 24 June 2021
Flood and Drought Monitor

Many parts of Namibia are experiencing frequent
drought occurrences and an increase in frequency
of unpredictable flood and drought. In recent
years, flood frequency has increased in recent
years in Namibia, affecting around 70,000 people
The Voice of Mentor, JUNE 2021

annually. The 2011 flood affected here nearly
500,000 people, with over 60,000 displaced,
19,000 in relocation camps and 65 flood-related
deaths. Recurrent droughts affect most of the
Namibian territory and cause livestock deaths,
crop failures, poverty and food insecurity. For
example, drought events in the period 2013–2016
affected about 450,000 people and caused
massive food insecurity. Namibia has been
caught unexpectedly by flood and reoccurring
longer durations of drought. For example, the
Cuvelai-Etosha basin has been experiencing both
floods and drought, and the Zambezi-KwandoLinyanti Basin is frequently flooded, due to the
influence of major rivers and Orange Senqu, and
also faces frequent drought. In 2006–2007 and
2012–2013, the country observed the onset of
rains, which resulted in extreme dryness during
the rainfall season, and the increased dryness led
to the declaration of a year of drought. The
country was also affected by unexpected flooding
in the same year. This scenario raised some
attention to the understanding of the occurrences
of floods and drought and prediction methods
used by forecasting bodies within Namibia. The
impact of the floods and droughts highlighted the
need for improved flood and drought monitoring
and early warning in Namibia, that has also been
acknowledged by the Post Disaster Needs
Assessment (PDNA) for the country.
Particularly, a need was identified to count with a
consolidated and operational Early Warning
System (EWS) at the national level, to address
floods and droughts, as well as other climatic and
weather extremes. As climate change is
increasing the frequency of water-related
hazards, the need for an operational Early
Warning System becomes even more pressing.
UNESCO and Princeton University developed in
2011 the "African Flood and Drought Monitor"
(AFDM), providing a regional platform to
monitor and provide forecasts of upcoming flood
and drought hazards. Building on this regional
effort, a more tailored, national version of the
Monitor has been developed for Namibia to
strengthen flood and drought risk management in
the country, and to support the work of the
national agencies and related stakeholders to
address these hazards through the provision of
effective climate services. Credit UNESCO
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UNESCO - WMO
UNESCO launches first Ocean Decade
Updated 30-year reference period reflects
Actions to drive ocean knowledge revolution
changing climate

In the context of global celebrations for World
Oceans Day, UNESCO’s Intergovernmental
Oceanographic Commission announced the first
actions endorsed as part of the United Nations
Decade of Ocean Science for Sustainable
Development, 2021-2030, Ocean Decade. From
restoring the Great Barrier Reef to mapping
100% of the ocean floor in high resolution, these
innovative programmes and contributions make
up the first set of Ocean Decade Actions that will
contribute to help deliver the ocean we want by
2030. Audrey Azoulay, UNESCO DirectorGeneral Led by diverse partners from science,
government, civil society, United Nations
agencies, the private sector, philanthropy and
international organizations, these flagship Ocean
Decade Actions are characterized by their wide
geographical reach. Subject to a competitive
selection process among hundreds of
applications, the endorsed Actions were selected
for their focus on solutions and their ability to
accelerate the generation and uptake of ocean
knowledge for sustainable development; for their
use
of
innovative
technology;
their
transdisciplinary efforts to co-design solutions
between scientists and users of ocean knowledge;
and their respect for inclusivity, empowering
women,
early-career
professionals
and
indigenous knowledge holders The thematic
diversity of the endorsed Actions is reflected in
initiatives to expand deep sea research and
exploration of the little-known twilight zone of
the ocean (from 200 to 1000m); develop
knowledge and solutions to reduce multiple
pressures on marine ecosystems including from
climate change, biodiversity loss, underwater
noise or pollution; use of innovative technology
to collect data on the state of the ocean and apply
that data to decisions about its management and
improve fish stocks’ sustainable management and
resilience. Credit UNESCO
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The U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration has updated the U.S. Climate
Normals to the 1991-2020 baseline period to
provide a most recent baseline for climate
information and services to climate-sensitive
sectors and a standard reference to compare
variations in temperature, precipitation etc to the
30-year average. The move is in line with a World
Meteorological Organization recommendation
that the 30-year standard reference periods
should be updated every decade in order to better
reflect the the changing climate and its influence
on our day-to-day weather experience. Until the
end of 2020, the most current and widely used
standard reference period for calculating climate
normals was the 30-year period 1981-2010.
WMO’s recent Services Commission meeting
recommended that the new 30-year baseline,
1991-2020, should be adopted globally and
pledged support to Members to help them update
their figures. Many countries in Europe have
already switched to the new baseline. Rising
atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases
are changing the Earth’s climate much faster than
before. As a result, decision-makers in climatesensitive sectors and industries such as water
management, energy, agriculture and viticulture
may be basing important decisions on
information that may be out of date. Thus, it is
necessary to update the climate normals for
operational services for decision-making, for
example for as forecasts of peak energy load and
recommendations on crop selection and planting
times. However, for the purposes of historical
comparison and climate change monitoring,
WMO still recommends the continuation of the
1961-1990 period for the computation and
tracking global climate anomalies relative to a
fixed and common reference period. For the
purpose of Paris Credit WMO
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Ecosystem restoration is vital for climate,
biodiversity

Space observations support sustainable
development

Facing the triple threat of climate change, loss of
nature and pollution, the world must deliver on its
commitment to restore at least one billion
degraded hectares of land in the next decade – an
area about the size of China. Countries also need
to add similar commitments for oceans,
according to a new report by the UN
Environment Programme (UNEP) and the Food
and Agriculture Organization of the UN (FAO).
The report, Becoming #GenerationRestoration:
Ecosystem Restoration for People, Nature and
Climate, highlights that humanity is using
about 1.6 times the amount of services that nature
can provide sustainably. “This report presents the
case for why we must all throw our weight behind
a global restoration effort. Drawing on the latest
scientific evidence, it sets out the crucial role
played by ecosystems, from forests and farmland
to rivers and oceans, and it charts the losses that
result from a poor stewardship of the planet,”
UNEP Executive Director, Inger Andersen, and
FAO Director-General, QU Dongyu, wrote in the
report’s foreword. “Degradation is already
affecting the well-being of an estimated 3.2
billion people – that is 40 percent of the world’s
population. Every single year we lose ecosystem
services worth more than 10 percent of our global
economic output,” they added, stressing that
“massive gains await us” by reversing these
trends. The report was issued for World
Environment Day on 5 June and the launch of
the UN Decade on Ecosystem Restoration 20212030. Ecosystem restoration is the process of
halting and overturning degradation, resulting in
cleaner air and water, extreme weather
mitigation, better human health, and recovered
biodiversity. Actions that prevent, halt and
reverse degradation are necessary to meet the
Paris Agreement target of keeping global
temperature rise well below 2 degrees Celsius,
according to the report. Credit WMO

Space-based observations are key to achieving
the international agenda on sustainable
development, disaster risk reduction and climate
change and it is thus imperative to ensure there is
a stable and sustainable space-environment. This
was one of the take-home messages of a highlevel panel event on civil space issues organized
by the French diplomatic mission to Geneva and
hosted
by
the
World
Meteorological
Organization. It brought together the heads of
WMO, the International Telecommunications
Union, UN Office on Outer Space Affairs and the
European Space Agency, as well as the Chief
executive Officer of Arianespace and the director
of France’s Foundation for Strategic Research.
WMO Secretary-General Prof Petteri Taalas
underlined how space observations are a
fundamental part of Earth-system monitoring –
even though ground-based measurements and
vertical profile measurements like radiosondes
remain necessary. The space-based observational
capabilities have greatly improved since the
launch of the first weather satellites in the early
60s. Today they provide high-precision
observations of a wide range of parameters and
are a key input for global numerical weather
prediction
models,
underpinning
most
application areas and the services of all WMO
Members, enabling the protection of life and
property. This allows us not only to monitor the
weather, climate and water, but also to assess the
health of the environment and the extent to which
human activities are sustainable. The impressive
progress made in recent years in weather, water
and climate analysis and forecasts, including
warnings for hazards such as tropical cyclones is
to a great extent attributable to satellite data and
the assimilation of space-based observations in
numerical models Credit WMO
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NASA
NASA Selects New Science Investigations for
Future Moon Deliveries

Dr. David Blewett of the Johns Hopkins
University Applied Physics Laboratory leads this
payload suite. Credit NASA

Teams Engineer Complex Human Tissues,
Win Top Prizes in NASA Challenge

As NASA continues plans for multiple
commercial deliveries to the Moon’s surface per
year, the agency has selected three new scientific
investigation payload suites to advance
understanding of Earth’s nearest neighbor. Two
of the payload suites will land on the far side of
the Moon, a first for NASA. All three
investigations will receive rides to the lunar
surface as part of NASA’s Commercial Lunar
Payload Services, or CLPS, initiative, part of the
agency’s Artemis approach. The payloads mark
the agency’s first selections from its Payloads and
Research Investigations on the Surface of the
Moon (PRISM) call for proposals. “These
selections add to our robust pipeline of science
payloads and investigations to be delivered to the
Moon through CLPS,” said Joel Kearns, deputy
associate administrator for exploration in
NASA’s Science Mission Directorate. “With
each new PRISM selection, we will build on our
capabilities to enable bigger and better science
and prove technology which will help pave the
way for returning astronauts to the Moon through
Artemis.” Lunar Vertex, one of the three
selections, is a joint lander and rover payload
suite slated for delivery to Reiner Gamma – one
of the most distinctive and enigmatic natural
features on the Moon, known as a lunar swirl.
Scientists don’t fully understand what lunar
swirls are or how they form, but they know they
are closely related to anomalies associated with
the Moon’s magnetic field. The Lunar Vertex
rover will make detailed surface measurements of
the Moon’s magnetic field using an onboard
magnetometer. Lunar surface magnetic field data
the rover collects will enhance data the spacecraft
collects in orbit around the Moon and help
scientists better understand how these mysterious
lunar swirls form and evolve, as well as provide
further insight into the Moon’s interior and core.
The Voice of Mentor, JUNE 2021

Two teams of scientists from the Wake Forest
Institute for Regenerative Medicine (WFIRM) in
Winston-Salem, North Carolina, have won first
and second place in NASA's Vascular Tissue
Challenge. The prize competition aims to
accelerate tissue engineering innovations to
benefit people on Earth today and space explorers
in the future. Team Winston, the first-place
winner of NASA's Vascular Tissue Challenge,
used a chamber to hold the printed tissue and test
a process called perfusion. Credits: Wake Forest
Institute for Regenerative Medicine Competing
as teams Winston and WFIRM, each used a
different approach to create lab-grown human
liver tissues that were strong enough to survive
and function in ways similar to those inside the
human body. The teams each used a varied 3D
printing technique to construct a cube-shaped
tissue about one centimeter thick and capable of
functioning for 30 days in the lab. Team Winston,
the first team to complete its trial under
the challenge rules, will receive $300,000 and has
the opportunity to advance its research aboard the
International Space Station (ISS) U.S. National
Laboratory. Team WFIRM will receive the
second-place prize of $100,000. Two teams
affiliated with other organizations continue to vie
for third place and the remaining $100,000.
The research may help enable the growth and
long-term survival of thick three-dimensional
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tissues for research and therapeutic applications,
and eventually organ bandages and replacements.
In the near term, they could accelerate
pharmaceutical testing and disease modeling.
And while more advancements are needed to
make it a reality, artificial organs developed from
a patient’s own cells would change lives, reduce
transplant waitlists, and help end the organ
shortage. “I cannot overstate what an impressive
accomplishment this is. When NASA started this
challenge in 2016, we weren’t sure there would
be a winner,” said Jim Reuter, NASA associate
administrator for space technology. “It will be
exceptional to hear about the first artificial organ
transplant one day and think this novel NASA
challenge might have played a small role in
making it happen.” Team Winston, the first-place

winner of NASA's Vascular Tissue Challenge,
took this image during a perfusion test of its labgrown human tissue. Fluid passed through the
tissue without leaking. Credits: Wake Forest
Institute for Regenerative Medicine Tissues in
the body rely on blood vessels to supply cells
with nutrients and oxygen and remove metabolic
waste – a process known as perfusion. As it isn't
easy to recreate this process in engineered tissue,
NASA asked teams to develop and test strategies
for making tissues with functional artificial blood
vessels.The winning teams used 3D printing
technologies to create gel-like molds, or
scaffolds, with a network of channels designed to
maintain sufficient oxygen and nutrient levels to
keep the constructed tissues alive for their 30-day
trials, as specified in the challenge rules. Winston
and WFIRM used different 3D-printed designs
and different materials to produce live tissues that
harbored cell types found in human livers.
Credit NASA
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NASA Selects 2 Missions to Study ‘Lost
Habitable’ World of Venus

NASA has selected two new missions to Venus,
Earth’s nearest planetary neighbor. Part of
NASA’s Discovery Program, the missions aim to
understand how Venus became an inferno-like
world when it has so many other characteristics
similar to ours – and may have been the first
habitable world in the solar system, complete
with an ocean and Earth-like climate. These
investigations are the final selections from four
mission concepts NASA picked in February
2020 as part of the agency’s Discovery 2019
competition. Following a competitive, peerreview process, the two missions were chosen
based on their potential scientific value and the
feasibility of their development plans. The
project teams will now work to finalize their
requirements, designs, and development plans.
NASA is awarding approximately $500 million
per mission for development. Each is expected to
launch in the 2028-2030 timeframe. The selected
missions are: DAVINCI+ (Deep Atmosphere
Venus Investigation of Noble gases, Chemistry,
and Imaging) DAVINCI+ will measure the
composition of Venus’ atmosphere to understand
how it formed and evolved, as well as determine
whether the planet ever had an ocean. The
mission consists of a descent sphere that will
plunge through the planet’s thick atmosphere,
making precise measurements of noble gases and
other elements to understand why Venus’
atmosphere is a runaway hothouse compared the
Earth’s. In addition, DAVINCI+ will return the
first high resolution pictures of the unique
geological features on Venus known as
“tesserae,” which may be comparable to Earth’s
continents, suggesting that Venus has plate
tectonics. This would be the first U.S.-led
mission to Venus’ atmosphere since 1978, and
the results from DAVINCI+ could reshape our
understanding of terrestrial planet formation in
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our solar system and beyond. James Garvin of
Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt,
Maryland, is the principal investigator. Goddard
provides project management. Credit NASA

New NASA Student Challenge Offers HandsOn Tech Development

researchers.” The contest aims to inspire a deeper
understanding of Earth’s atmosphere, space
exploration, coding, and electronics, as well as a
broader understanding of the value of test data.
The challenge also will allow students to engage
with NASA and technology communities, and
expose them to potential careers in science,
technology, and space exploration fields. Before
the competition opens in August, educators can
hear from NASA experts and learn more about
the opportunity through a series of virtual
activities. The challenge kick-off event, part of
the Department of Education’s eighth annual ED
Games Expo, will occur Tuesday, June 1, at 6
p.m. EDT. Educators can register to participate in
the event. The two-hour session will stream live
Credit NASA

NASA Earth System Observatory to Help
Address, Mitigate Climate Change
NASA will initiate a new competition for the
2021-22 school year, providing student teams a
chance to design, build, and launch experiments
on suborbital rockets and high-altitude balloon
flights. NASA and Future Engineers, the
challenge administrator, will offer a series of
virtual events for educators to hear from agency
experts and learn more about this exciting
opportunity for students. The NASA TechRise
Student Challenge will begin accepting entries in
August. Teams of sixth- to 12th-grade students
can submit ideas for climate or remote sensing
experiments to fly on a high-altitude balloon, and
space exploration experiments to fly aboard a
suborbital rocket. The winning teams each will
receive $1,500 to build their payloads, as well as
an assigned spot on a NASA-sponsored
commercial suborbital flight. Balloon flights will
offer more than four hours of flight time, while
suborbital rockets will provide around three
minutes of test time in microgravity conditions.
“This competition is an exciting opportunity for
students across the country, whether they're
already passionate about space exploration
or looking for a new challenge," said Jim Reuter,
associate administrator for NASA’s Space
Technology Mission Directorate (STMD).
“Student teams will get hands-on experience
creating and building their own experiments and
then get to see them fly to suborbital space, just
like
NASA
engineers
and
university
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NASA’s new Earth System Observatory will
guide efforts related to climate change, disaster
mitigation, fighting forest fires, and improving
real-time agricultural processes including helping
to better understand Category 4 to 5 hurricanes
such as Hurricane Maria, shown here in a 2017
thermal image captured by NASA’s Terra
satellite. NASA will design a new set of Earthfocused missions to provide key information to
guide efforts related to climate change, disaster
mitigation, fighting forest fires, and improving
real-time agricultural processes. With the Earth
System Observatory, each satellite will be
uniquely designed to complement the others,
working in tandem to create a 3D, holistic view
of Earth, from bedrock to atmosphere. “I’ve seen
firsthand the impact of hurricanes made more
intense and destructive by climate change, like
Maria
and
Irma.
The
Biden-Harris
Administration’s response to climate change
matches the magnitude of the threat: a whole of
government, all hands-on-deck approach to meet
this moment,” said NASA Administrator Sen.
Bill Nelson. “Over the past three decades, much
of what we’ve learned about the Earth’s changing
climate is built on NASA satellite observations
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and research. NASA’s new Earth System
Observatory will expand that work, providing the
world with an unprecedented understanding of
our Earth’s climate system, arming us with nextgeneration data critical to mitigating climate
change, and protecting our communities in the
face of natural disasters.” Cloud, Convection, and
Precipitation: Tackling the largest sources of
uncertainty in future projections of climate
change, air quality forecasting, and prediction of
severe weather. Mass Change: Providing drought
assessment and forecasting, associated planning
for water use for agriculture, as well as
supporting natural hazard response. Surface
Biology and Geology: Understanding climate
changes that impact food and agriculture,
habitation, and natural resources, by answering
open questions about the fluxes of carbon, water,
nutrients, and energy within and between
ecosystems and the atmosphere, the ocean, and
the Earth. Surface Deformation and Change:
Quantifying models of sea-level and landscape
change driven by climate change, hazard
forecasts, and disaster impact assessments,
including dynamics of earthquakes, volcanoes,
landslides, glaciers, groundwater, and Earth’s
interior. Credit NASA

Projecting outward, the solar wind forms an
immense "bubble" around the Sun, called the
heliosphere. This bubble extends far beyond the
orbit of most planets in our solar system. As the
solar wind projects further and further outward
from the Sun, it spreads itself thin. It can then no
longer resist the inward push of the instellar space
medium (the part of our galaxy that lies between
the stars). At this point, it passes through a shock
wave, called the "termination shock," and
becomes
subsonic
(slows down). This
subsonic flow region
is
called
the
heliosheath,
which
extends
to
the
heliopause,
the
boundary where the
heliosphere meets the
interstellar medium.
Earth's magnetic shield has similar topography:

Solar Wind
The solar wind is created by the outward
expansion of plasma (a collection of charged
particles) from the Sun's corona (outermost
atmosphere).
This
plasma
is
continually heated to the point that the Sun's
gravity can't hold it down. It then travels along
the Sun's magnetic field lines that extend radially
outward. As the Sun rotates (once every 27 days),
it winds up its magnetic field lines above its polar
regions into a large rotating spiral, creating a
constant stream of "wind." Such emissions, or
streamers, are thought to come from large bright
patches called "coronal holes" in the Sun's
corona, as seen in the image above. The magnetic
field lines of these coronal holes extend
outwards, their ends dragged by the solar wind.
They extend so far that they form an
interplanetary magnetic field (IMF), which
surrounds all the planets in our solar system!
Above the Sun's active sunspot regions (dark
areas caused by magnetic disturbances) on the
surface, or photospheric layer, loops of magnetic
field lines trap some plasma and hold it back.
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magnetic field lines, a magnetosheath, and
magnetopause. When the solar wind plasma
leaves the Sun's corona, it carries with it some of
that yellow star's magnetic field. This extension
of the Sun's magnetic field into space greatly
influences the manner in which the solar wind
interacts with planets and, eventually, the
interstellar medium. As it travels through space,
the solar wind reaches speeds of over one million
miles per hour. In fact, its speed is so great that
"bow shocks" form whenever it is forced to flow
around the planets in the solar system. Such bow
shocks also form around airplanes, rockets, or the
Space Shuttle when these vehicles travel faster
than the speed of sound in the atmosphere. When
the solar wind encounters Earth, it is deflected by
our planet's magnetic shield, causing most of the
solar wind's energetic particles to flow around
and beyond us. Credit NASA
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Class Schedule
Regular* Classes in English
By Swami Paramarthananda
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World Environment Day
In 1972, the UN General Assembly designated 5 June as World Environment Day (WED). The first
celebration, under the slogan “Only One Earth” took place in 1974. In the following years, WED has
developed as a platform to raise awareness on the problems facing our environment such as air pollution,
plastic pollution, illegal wildlife trade, sustainable consumption, sea-level increase, and food security,
among others. Furthermore, WED helps drive change in consumption patterns and in national and
international environmental policy.

The theme for World Environment Day 2021 is “Ecosystem Restoration” and will see the launch of the UN
Decade on Ecosystem Restoration. Ecosystem restoration can take many forms: Growing trees, greening
cities, rewilding gardens, changing diets or cleaning up rivers and coasts. This is the generation that can
make peace with nature.
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